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Abstract 

The most persistent memory on any space is often its odour, therefore the presence of a pleasant 

odours results in higher self-efficacy, setting higher goals and employing efficient work 

strategies in comparison to working in a no-scent condition. Moreover, unpleasant odours might 

increase stress level and result in a loss of productivity. The paper aims to provide a review of 

the available literature regarding the influence of odours on the human activities with special 

reference to essential oils in the workplace and their impact on work performance.  
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Introduction 

The olfactory sense is very substantial psychologically, as well as physiologically, hence the 

air we breathe has impact on the efficiency and effectiveness of our thinking (Clements-

Croome, 2008). Sarafoleanu et al. (2009) note that the olfactory sense could have unbelievable 

attributes if we consider its' capacity to modulate human behaviours. Georgescu and Raluca 

(2012) point out that people are all the time, unconsciously, in contact with odours from the 

environment, the odours affect emotional behaviour and produce sensations of pleasure or 

aversion. Sowndhararajan – Kim (2016) report that about 300 active olfactory receptor genes 

are devoted to detecting thousands of different fragrance molecules through a large family of 

olfactory receptors of a diverse protein sequence, therefore, the sense of smell plays an 

important role in the physiological effects of mood, stress as well as working capacity. 

Nørsgaard – Rasmussen (2013) explain the influential effect of odour via the olfactory bulb that 

is a part of the brain’s limbic system - an area closely associated with memory and feelings so 

called the “emotional brain”.  

Olfactory effects on mood, physiology and behaviour are studied by aromachology (term 

coined by the Sense of Smell Institute in 1982), as noted by Herz (2009). According to Choi – 

Han (2015), Aromachology examines the mutual relationship between fragrance technology 

and psychology, which stimulates the olfactory circuit in the limbic area of the brain and arouses 

various emotions and feelings. Morley (2004) defines aromachology as the science of the effect 

of scent on mood and behaviour or the ‘Psychology of Scent’ and it represents the next stage 

of the advancement of aromatherapy into the twenty‐first century. However, Herz (2009) 

explains that aromatherapy is not scientifically supported, however, aromachology research 

must fulfill the following principles: 1) theory guided goals and clear hypothesis testing, 2) 

using appropriate experimental methodology for testing of fragrances, 3) sufficient and 

representative subject populations and appropriate contrasting control groups are used, 4) 
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appropriate statistical methods are used for analyzing data and 5) the results have been vetted 

by scientific peers and accepted for publication in journals. 

The paper aims to provide a review of the available literature regarding the influence of odours 

on the human activities with special reference to essential oils in the workplace and their impact 

on work performance. The main reason is the fact that the influence of scent on consumer 

behaviour has been investigated in the majority of scientific papers, however, the impact of 

scent on employee´s behaviour has not been investigated to such an extent.  

Material and Methods  

Recently published international literature dealing with the selected topic has been examined 

from the various scientific databases. In order to fulfil the main aim, the comparative method 

is used for comparing the researchers´ opinions on the chosen topic and for explaining the 

aromachology effects of pleasant odours such as inhalation of essential oils in the workplace. 

The paper is structured as follows: Section 3 (Results) presents description of benefits of 

scented offices and also negative consequences of uses of scent to individuals are discussed. 

This is followed by a description of employees´ opinion on scented offices and the application 

of electroencephalography (EEG), which can measure the response of the human brain to scent 

stimulus, is explained. Finally, the consequences of inhaling the aromas from essential oils are 

determined. The conclusion is provided in the Section 4.   

Results 

Clements-Croome (2013) states that the physical environment can improve one’s work, but on 

the other hand an unsatisfactory environment can hinder work output. Pleasant fragrances refer 

to one aspect of the physical environment that can positively affect individual´s emotions (Max, 

2002). Sowndhararajan – Kim (2016) explain that electrophysiological studies have revealed 

that various fragrances affected spontaneous brain activities and cognitive functions. 

Additionally, the most persistent memory on any space is often its odour, thus odours can have 

impact on cognitive processes that affect creative task performance, as well as personal 

memories and moods (Clements-Croome, 2008). Unpleasant odours increase the heart rate and 

that, in turn, might increase stress level and result in a loss of productivity, as mentioned by 

Welch (1996) (in Saha, 2016). Herz (2002) reports that working in the presence of a pleasant 

odours results in higher self-efficacy, setting higher goals and employing efficient work 

strategies in comparison to working in a no-scent condition. Zoladz – Raudenbush (2005) also 

believe that pleasant odours may lead to cognitive, social, psychological and physiological 

performance improvement. Research done by Baron (1990) confirmed that participants who 

were exposed to pleasant scents, set higher goals on a clerical coding task, were more likely to 

adopt an efficient strategy for performing this task, set higher monetary goals and made more 

concessions during face‐to‐face negotiations with an accomplice.  

However, Bradford – Desrochers (2009) identify apart from positive also negative 

consequences of uses of scent to individuals. The benefits include: 1) Engagement in an 

experience that may not otherwise occur; 2) Improvement in mood; 3) Improvement in sense 

of well-being and efficiency. On the other hand, the following detriments are considered: 1) 

Influence to engage in a behaviour that would not otherwise be considered and 2) Influence to 

change an attitude that would not otherwise occur detriments. Spangenberg et al. (2005) 

emphasize the significance of a fit between scent and components of the environment in which 

it is used. 
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Summary of benefits of scented offices is shown in Figure 1. Figure 2 presents the survey results 

on employees´ opinion on scented offices. 

 
Figure 1: Benefits of Scented Offices 

Source: https://www.reedpacificmedia.com/benefits-of-scent-on-workplace-productivity/; own 

proceedings 

 

Figure 2: Employees´ opinion on scented offices* 

Source: https://www.slideshare.net/rentokil-initial-malaysia/initial-premium-scenting-final; 

own proceedings  

Note: *Findings based on a survey with a sample of 40 office executives, age between 19-50 

years old 

Electroencephalography (EEG) 

Henkin – Levy (2001) state that pleasant odours are more appreciated in the left hemisphere, 

while unpleasant odours are more appreciated in the right hemisphere. Recent studies have 

involved the use of electroencephalography (EEG) for measuring the response of the human 

brain to scent stimulus (Sieow et al., 2013). Casson et al. (2018) explain that EEG is based upon 

placing metal electrodes on the scalp which measure the small electrical potentials that arise 

outside of the head due to neuronal action within the brain. Hongratanaworakit (2004) reports 

that EEG measurements show brain wave responses expressed in brain wave amplitude and 

frequency. Additionally, aromas produce cortical brain wave activity responses involving 

alpha, beta, delta, and theta waves. The characteristics of the different types of brain waves are 

shown in Table 1.  

Benefits 
of scented 

offices

Reduce 
stress

Increase 
performance 

Enhance 
creativity 

Keep the 
environment 

clean

Employee 
Retention

35% say that 
scent is the first 
thing that they 
pay attention to 
when they walk 
into a premises

93% agree that 
scenting affects 

their task 
productivity, 
morale and 

working attitude 

98% agree that 
bad odour affects 

their job 
performance and 

business decisions 

93% feel 
appreciated at 
work if their 

office is scented  
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Table 1: Brain waves 

Delta 
Frequency range: 

0 -  4 Hz 

Referred to as a "slow wave" and 

represents a state of deep dreamless sleep 

Theta 
Frequency range: 

4 - 8 Hz 

Referred to as a "slow wave" and is 

associated with a state of deep relaxation 

and meditation, enhanced creativity, 

stress relief, light sleep and dreaming. 

Alpha 
Frequency range: 

8 -12 Hz 

Associated with contemplation, 

visualization, problem solving and 

accessing deeper levels of creativity 

Beta 
Frequency range 

12 - 40 Hz 

Associated with a 

heightened state of alertness and focused 

concentration 

Source: Hema – Revathi (2012) 

Considering the effects of odour on EEG activity, several studies have revealed an increase of 

alpha or theta rhythms during the presentation of odour (Masago et al., 2000). The study, based 

on EEG analysis, found significant alpha and theta wave changes resulting from inhalation of 

combined lavender and bergamot oil aromas (Lee, 2016). A study conducted by Lorig – 

Schwartz (1988) revealed that aromas such as eucalyptus, lavender, spiced apple were 

associated with different alpha and theta wave distributions, especially spiced apple odour was 

the most effective in stimulating alpha activity (relaxing effect of the odour). Another EEG 

analysis showed that rose oil and sandalwood are better aromas for reducing stress levels in 

comparison to lavender and lemongrass (Hema –Revathi, 2012). EEG activity was assessed by 

Diego et al. (1998) who revealed that participants in a lavender-scented environment showed 

increased beta power, suggesting increased drowsiness. On the other hand, the rosemary aroma 

caused decreased frontal alpha and beta power, suggesting increased alertness. 

Essential oils in the workplace – the recent findings  

Sachin et al. (2016) define that essential oils are odorous, volatile and secondary metabolites 

produced by diverse group of plants. Essential oils are believed to produce reliable and 

predictable effects on psychological state when inhaled (Sanderson – Ruddle, 1992). 

Dąbrowska (2017) says that these oils are called essential because they are considered to 

represent the quintessential essence of odour and flavour, moreover aromatherapy and 

aromachology benefit from essential oil biological and sensory properties. Furthermore, the 

aromas of essential oils can modulate mood and cognitive performance (Moss et al., 2008).   

Behavioural studies have explained the consequences of essential oils and fragrances on basic 

and higher cognitive functions, such as alertness and attention, learning and memory, or 

problem solving (Baser – Buchbauer, 2016). Tomi et al. (2011) also demonstrate that aromas 

from plant essential oils show mental and physiological effects so called 

“aromachology“ effects. The authors studied aromachology effects of essential oils from two 

lavenders (Lavandula angustifolia (called "true lavender") and L. hybrida (called "lavandin")) 

and revealed some relaxing effects such as decrease of "fatigue" feeling by giving aroma of the 

both lavender essential oils, however only aroma of the lavender oil from L. angustifolia (called 

"true lavender") caused an increase of human parasympathetic nerve activity. Study by 

Sakamoto et al. (2005) confirmed that lavender significantly affected work performance 

(increased concentration levels), however jasmine did not provide such an effect.  However, 

Rottman (1989) found that jasmine odour helped to improve individuals' performance on 
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problem-solving tasks and led participants to indicate higher levels of interest and motivation 

to the task. Ho – Spence (2005) reported that a significant performance enhancement was 

achieved by the presence of peppermint odour. Raudenbush et al. (2002) also determined that 

peppermint odour reduced measures of workload, effort, tiredness, frustration and on the other 

hand increased self-evaluated performance and energy. Study conducted by Manuel et al. 

(2014) revealed that peppermint scent increases the attention of the participants, however 

lavender reduces the ability to concentrate and working memory of the participants. Toth (1989) 

found out that a lemon scent reduced error rate of operators, working in a large Japanese firm, 

by almost 50 percent and exposure to lavender was associated with almost 80 percent (in 

Bradford – Desrochers, 2009). According to Kiecolt-Glaser et al. (2008), lemon is a stimulating 

and activating odour and might make participants feel more alert and energized, might lift 

mood, increase heart rate, help think more clearly, and perhaps also provoke positive memories 

and emotions. Another research showed that people in a coffee-scented (vs. no scent) 

environment perform better on an analytical reasoning task, moreover people expect that being 

in a coffee-scented environment will increase their performance because they expect it will 

increase their physiological arousal level (Madzharov et al., 2018). Zoladz – Raudenbush 

(2005) showed that cinnamon odour improved attentional processes, virtual recognition and 

working memory, and visual-motor response speed. Keller (2017) defines six scents that can 

improve productivity and performance of a company: 1) Rosemary for stimulating the mind, 

improving memory retention, relief of fatigue, headaches and muscular aches and pains and it 

helps workers concentrate on the task at hand; 2) Lemon relieves tension, anger and anxiety in 

the workplace and promotes the perception of cleanliness; 3) Lavender for high stress work 

environments; 4) Cinnamon creates alertness, improves focus and accurate attention to detail; 

5) Jasmine offers relief from stress, tension, anxiety and depression; 6) Peppermint promotes 

concentration and focused thinking.  

The results of the study by Sugawara et al. (1998) demonstrated that the inhalation of an 

essential oil caused a different subjective perception of the fragrance depending on the type of 

work. For example, inhalation of basil after mental work produced a much more favourable 

impression than that before work. Later on, the authors added that inhalation of cypress after 

physical work produced a much more favourable impression than before work, in comparison 

to orange, which produced an unfavourable impression after physical work when compared 

with that before work (Sugawara et al., 1999). 

Conclusions  

The paper presented recent findings regarding the influence of odours on the human activities 

with special reference to essential oils inhaled in the workplace and their impact on work 

performance. Recent studies have confirmed that pleasant odour represents one way to improve 

productivity at workplace. In addition, pleasant odours may lead to cognitive, social, 

psychological and physiological performance improvement. On the contrary, the presence of 

unpleasant odours in the workplace might increase stress level and result in a loss of 

productivity. Essential oils, for instance rosemary, lemon, lavender, cinnamon, jasmine, 

peppermint etc., can help boost productivity of employees and their inhalation cause a different 

aromachology effects on individual´s performance. In most cases, the aromas of essential oils 

affect basic and higher cognitive functions, such as alertness and attention, learning and 

memory, or problem solving.  
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